2008-2009 Annual Summary of Accomplishments - Paul W. Mayne, Professor, CEE

• **BOOKS**

• **JOURNAL PAPERS**

• **PROCEEDINGS PAPERS**


- **CONTINUING EDUCATION, PRESENTATIONS, and SEMINARS**

  - Continuing Education: *Enhanced In-Situ Testing & Geotechnical Site Characterization*, Georgia Tech Global Learning Center, 30-31 March 2009.
  - Seminars on *In-Situ Cone Penetration Testing* to the South Ontario Section of the Canadian Geotechnical Society, Toronto, 18-20 February 2009.
  - Seminars on *Seismic Piezocene Testing* to Fugro Engineers, Leidschendam, Holland, June 2008.
  - Continuing Education: *Enhanced In-Situ Testing & Geotechnical Site Characterization*, Georgia Tech Global Learning Center, 18-19 March 2008.

- **OTHER GEORGIA TECH ACTIVITIES**

  - 11th Sowers Symposium at the GT Student Center Auditorium & Ballroom, 5 May 2009.
  - Geosystems Engineering PhD Comp Exams, Mason Building – January 2009
  - Earth Day at Georgia Tech – 17 April 2009: The band "DrDrMrMD" will play at this event. *Sowers Symposium*, Georgia Tech Ballroom, 6 May 2008.
  - Earth Day at Georgia Tech – 18 April 2008: The band "DrDrMrMD" played at the Student Center stage: [http://www.earthday.gatech.edu/performers.html](http://www.earthday.gatech.edu/performers.html)
• PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

- ASCE Conference Coordinating Committee Meeting – 17 March 2009, Orlando
- Attendee, CIGMAT Conference, Houston, 6 March 2009.
- TC 16 Committee Meeting – Chair – IFCEE’09, 17 March 2009, during IFCEE’09.
- ASCE Engineering Geology and Site Characterization Committee; 15 March 2009, Orlando
- ASCE Deep Foundations Committee, 16 March 2009, Orlando
- TC 16 Committee Meeting – Chair – ISC-3 Taipei, 4 April 2008. [webforum.com/tc16]

• TEACHING

- Spring 2008: CEE 6423 – In-Situ Testing & Site Characterization
- Spring 2008: CEE 4410 – Geosystems Engineering Design
- Fall 2008: CEE 6443 – Foundation Systems
- Spring 2009: CEE 6423 – In-Situ Testing & Site Characterization
- Spring 2009: CEE 4410 – Geosystems Engineering Design

• HONORS

- Invited to prepare and deliver the State-of-the-Art (SOA-1): Geomaterial Behaviour & Testing at the 17th ICSMGE – Alexandria Egypt, 5-9 October 2009: [www.issmge.org]
- Invited to give the 4th Michael O’Neill Lecture – Univ. Houston, 6 March 2009: [cigmat.cive.uh.edu/]
- Invited to deliver the GeoMo 2009 Seminar Lectures – 8 May 2009: [geomo.mst.edu/]